
PeerRX™ Fact Sheet

PeerRX™ is a new Uber-like app that finds Substance Use, Mental Health and Co-occurring peers fast for calling 

locations like hospitals, 911 call centers, providers, drug courts, law enforcement facilities.  Simply set up PeerRX™ 

to choose which area peer suppliers to alert, and those peers will get texts in seconds.  PeerRX™ has proven to cut 

the time to find a peer from 1.4 hours to under 10 minutes.  That’s because it eliminates phone tag and is easy to 

use. Simply click a button from your mobile phone or desktop and PeerRX™ will send out an alert—no more phone 

tag!  Connect immediately with the peer found to help the client in need.  Access the PeerRX™ dashboard 24/7 from 

your mobile phone for insight into your community activity.  Visit peer-rx.com to sign up for our 30-day trial or get in 

touch with the PeerRX™  team. 

 

Access the PeerRX™ dashboard running 24/7 to show you the area activity. 

PeerRX™ Rapid Response 

For Hospitals/Facilities 

For Agencies/Peer Suppliers 

Visit www.peer-rx.com 

Value of peers in supporting recovery from substance use disorders, SAMSHA, 2017 

 

PeerRX™ runs on any 

desktop, tablet or mobile 

device and can be ac-

cessed from any where 

to find a peer.   

Sign up in 3 simple steps: 

1. Pick a subscription 

plan. 

2. Get approved by the 

PeerRX™ team. 

3. Start calling for 

peers. 

Callers will select their 

preferred peer suppliers 

so PeerRX™ will know 

which peers to alert. 

Following your registra-

tion, PeerRX™ is ready 

to go.  Click a button.  

Find a peer.™  

PeerRX™ will alert the 

area peers qualifying for 

the referral.  In minutes, 

the peer that best match-

es the client’s prefer-

ences and need will re-

ceive a PeerRX™ notifica-

tion to deploy.  If your 

facility has ON SITE peers, 

PeerRX™ will only send 

referrals to them.   

A Healthy Connection.™ 

Visit www.peer-rx.com to learn more. 


